Centre of Active Recreation (CAW) Koszałkowo – Wieżyca
Terms of using tricycles
 Tricycles might be used on the terrain of CAW Koszałkowo - Wieżyca on the condition of
getting acquainted with the herein terms of use, instructions of handling tricycles as well
as complying with the generally applied caution and safety provisions. In order to handle
tricycles no special permissions e.g. bicycle driving license is obligatory.
 All underage have the right to handle tricycles on the terrain of CAW Koszałkowo Wieżyca only under the supervision of their parents or carers who are obliged to
familiarize them with the terms and conditions of driving tricycles.
 While riding a tricycle on the terrain of CAW Koszałkowo - Wieżyca staff instructions
linked with handling the tricycle as well as general safety rules must be unconditionally
observed.
 It is forbidden to use tricycles in CAW Koszałkowo – Wieżyca in a state of intoxication as
well as under the influence of psychoactive substances.
 Using a tricycle in CAW Koszałkowo - Wieżyca is solely at responsibility and risk of a
user or his/her carer.
 Each tricycle user should take into account his/her personal psychophysical abilities, safety of
other users in surroundings as well as those handling tricycles and other devices in CAW
Koszałkowo - Wieżyca.
 Riding a tricycle is a risky sport which is why using the vehicle in incompetent manner or
inconsistent with its purpose or terms of use might result in damage.
 Tricycles provider is not responsible for damage to person or users property arising from
mishandling or usage incompatible with the intended purpose or violating terms of
tricycles use.
 The perpetrator of the damage or his/her carer is liable for any damage to the third parties
or their property including property of CAW Koszałkowo - Wieżyca arising from
handling tricycles and shall cover costs of the repair in full amount.
 It is forbidden to make noise, scare away, disturb, frighten or perform any other activity
affecting tricycle users in particular impeding concentration while handling a vehicle.
 Any malfunctioning in operating tricycles or damage should be immediately reported to
members of the staff.
 Accidents and any damages should be reported immediately when the circumstances exist
to the staff of CAW Koszałkowo-Wieżyca. Lack of notification directly during the same
visit or while using a tricycle, at a later date shall not be considered as effective and as
being in connection with handling tricycles in CAW Koszałkowo-Wieżyca.
 Underage group members making use of tricycles have the right to stay on the terrain of
CAW Koszałkowo - Wieżyca only under the supervision of adult carers who shall be
present in adequate number and shall possess qualifications adequate to the number and
age range of those under their care.
 Service staff has the right to remove a tricycle user from the terrain of CAW Koszałkowo
- Wieżyca in case of not observing the herein provisions together with the generally
accepted safety provisions and precautions or not abiding by the rules of social
coexistence as well as all those who do not adhere to instructions given by the staff. Such
a user is not entitled to obtain fee refund both in full amount as well as its part.

Tricycles operating manual
1. All tricycle users are advised to possess a helmet.
2. Each tricycle is equipped with two independently functioning brakes located on the
rear axle which enable a user to adjust the speed of downhill ride to the given
circumstances. Before the first downhill ride a user should get acquainted with the
way brakes are operated as well as the manner of driving and maneuvering a vehicle.
3. A user prior to fastening to the lift should take a seat in a tricycle and set foot on bases
located on the vehicle frame. It is forbidden to take feet down from bases while riding
from the moment of fastening to the lift until stopping after the downhill ride.
4. In order to transport a tricycle with a user uphill, the vehicle is equipped in a rope
attached to the t-bar lift located at the front of the tricycle steering wheel, which might
be fastened only by members of the staff.
5. During the downhill ride a vehicle should be steered into the direction of towing, do
not swerve back and forth and do not ride in e.g. a slalom.
6. Unfastening shall be done by a user, after passing by the yellow line, according to the
graphic signs positioned on the entry line, by lifting up the handle of a tow hook.
7. In the event of unfastening a tricycle during the uphill ride a user using the steering
wheel and operating the brakes shall leave the lift route so as not to cause a collision
with an oncoming lift or other upcoming tricycle.
8. In the event of encountering an obstacle on the route and if it is impossible to pass it
round, a user shall immediately unfasten as described in point 6 and leave the lift route
so that it does not lead to a collision with an oncoming lift and then slide down the
slope.
9. Downhill ride on the slope takes place via user-selected route according to skills or via
route indicated by the service staff.
10. It is permissible to use a tricycle for a child with carer with prior staff approval due to
the total load capacity of a vehicle.
11. Tricycle users shall keep safe distance between vehicles in given conditions, so as not
to pose danger to downhill ride of the others.
12. One should avoid stopping a tricycle during downhill ride, particularly in areas with
limited visibility due to the risk of collision.
13. If a tricycle user during a downhill ride has a greater choice of ride routes, then shall
select a trajectory that does not endanger other users.

